
how might your
organisation
evolve by
learning to think
like nature
works?

a nature-centered, 5-week program
to support teams to step more
fully into serving life on Earth
in these times

Community
Solo



team resilience

nature connection courageous creativity

Explore what you
might learn from
how nature works

through intentional
time with/in nature

. 

Re-imagine
organisational
and individual
challenges
through
alternative
lenses.

Connect deeply as a team, 
tap into  the collective wisdom
within your organisation, and
practice new ways of being to

cultivate regenerative futures.

Why Community Solo
Community Solo is our nature-centred, experiential learning offering- combining face-to-face time
in nature, guided online sessions and a self-paced Thershold Walk. 



What we offer

3 x preparatory
sessions online 

 A threshold
walk

set context, connect as a
community

explore questions/challenges
at a organisational and
individual level

practices to deepen our
connection to ourselves,
community and to nature

explore how can nature and the
more than human world support
our creativity and offer new
lenses

prepare for the threshold
walk, explore individual &
organisational challenges to
bring with us

self-paced, intentional time in
nature (we all leave on the
same day, in locations of our
own choosing)

a conscious time to take a
specific question (on an
organisational & individual
level) on to the land

open up to deep listening from
nature

integrate the experience &
insights after our solo time in
nature

recognise the seeds of potential
that we’re tending to and how
might we stoke our commitment to
action in service of
regenerative futures

2 x integration
sessions



What is a Thershold Walk

The heart of our Community Solo- the thershold
walk is a conscious time for diving deep into
a specific question/challenge to enter a state
of deep listening and to be in touch with
nature as a powerful mirror. A few key
elements that distinguish an intentional time
in nature from an ordinary walk: 

Beginning- we set off with a clear
intention/question, we mark the threshold &
leave distractions behind 

During- we follow our wonder & curiosity, we
listen deeply. No phones or contact with other
humans 

After- we mark the threshold as we return, we
gather back afterwards to share our insights
and listen to each other



Your Basecamp Crew

Dan Burgess
Guide, Co-designer, Artist  -
creating/holding spaces and
journeys for change.

Over 25 years I’ve gained
deep experiential knowledge
and cultivated practices
harnessing creativity,
culture, community and
collaboration for action and
resilience on complex social,
ecological and climate
challenges. 

I work from the heart,  with
curiosity, experimentation
and imagination.

Evva Semenowicz
Facilitator, experience co-
designer & movement
practitioner

My practice is rooted in a
deep desire to co-create a
world we'd be proud to leave
behind to future generations. 

I am interested in creating
spaces that allow us to step
into a sense of
interdependence and shared
responsibility. I have over
10 years of experience in
creative strategy & designing
experiences for nurturing
collective creativity and
imagination. 

Mark Sears
Nature inspired facilitator,
wild guide and soulful
activist.

I work with individuals and
organisations of all kinds,
weaving deep ecology and
storytelling with
participatory design,
movement building and
emergent strategy to support
the inner work required to
navigate these mysterious
times.  

The spaces I hold are gently
playful, deeply soulful and
grounded in a reverence for
the wonder of the wild
world. 



What others say

"I feel really lucky to have
experienced this. 

By changing the pace,
spending time in nature, and
learning without any use of
PowerPoint, we were able to
build trust and a shared

commitment to make a
difference.”

Alison MacKenzie, Head of
Marketing, Boston Tea Party

"I can't recommend this crew
enough. If you have a hunch
that this is right for your

team, then it is!"

Milena Leszkowicz, Communication
Strategist, Impact Hub

"What a superb and
supportive experience this

has been.

Thank you for this emerging
space you are creating;
expertly led and truly
regenerative practice."

Janine Barron, Regenerative
Business Mentor 

“This allowed us to connect with what really matters and imbued a sense of determination to get it
done, as a collective. 

By going on this journey together, we were able to accept the complexity and interconnectedness of the
challenges we face and build trust to make effective decisions as a team.”

Sam Roberts, CEO & Founder, Boston Tea Party 



Pricing 

Group size between 8-30 people
£350-550 per person depending
on organisation status

We offer ongoing monthly check-ins
for teams who wish to set up an
ongoing community of practice to
encourage momentum and action
though peer support

£200 / month 



hello@becomingcrew.com

Evolve yourself together


